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Optimized surface-enhanced Raman scattering on gold nanoparticle arrays
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In this letter, we show that tuning the maximum of the surface plasmon resonance of elongated gold
nanoparticles to a wavelength, the position of which is precisely midway between the exciting laser
line and the Raman line, results in an optimization of the surface-enhanced Raman-scattering effect.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1571979#
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Surface-enhanced Raman scattering~SERS! is a very
sensitive spectroscopy that allows the detection of orga
molecules adsorbed on noble metal substrates~silver, gold,
copper! at submicromolar concentration.1,2 A wide variety of
substrates has been found to exhibit SERS: electrochemi
modified electrodes,3 colloids,4 island films,5–7 particles
grafted on silanized glasses,8 and more recently regular pa
ticle arrays.9,10 Two mechanisms have been considered
explain the SERS effect. The main contribution arises from
huge enhancement of the local electromagnetic field clos
surface roughness, due to the excitation of a localized sur
plasmon~LSP!,1,2,11 while a further enhancement can be o
served for molecules adsorbed onto specific sites when r
nant charge transfer occurs.12

Optimization of the Raman amplification is of par
mount interest for applying the SERS technique in biosen
rics for single molecule detection,13,14 or for optical sensors
in nanoscale integrated devices. This optimization is a g
challenge that requires finding out the connection exist
between the LSP resonance wavelength and the Raman
hancement factor. The very few studies devoted to the de
mination of such a correlation,6,15,16 were made difficult by
the broad size and shape distributions of the particles co
tuting the substrate,4,5,8,15 resulting in an inhomogeneou
broadening that blurred the LSP resonance.

In this letter, we show that the use of regular partic
arrays with nanometer scale structures can give rise to
optimized SERS spectrum of a molecular probe adsorbe
quite low concentration. Thanks to their very narrow parti
distribution, these arrays exhibit very sharp LSP resonan
leading us to demonstrate experimentally the required co
tion for this optimization. This condition is to choose th
particle size and shape such that the corresponding plas
wavelength is suitably located between the wavelength of
laser excitation and that of the Raman band under consi
ation, at equal distance from one to the other. Particle ar
are produced by thermal evaporation of gold followi
electron-beam lithography on a modified JEOL 6400 sc
ning electronic microscope:17,18This technique enables us t
control the particle size, shape, and spacing and to locate
plasmon resonance at almost any desired visible wavelen

a!Electronic mail: levi@paris7.jussieu.fr
3090003-6951/2003/82(18)/3095/3/$20.00
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Let us first consider the extinction spectrum of a regu
array of elongated gold particles deposited on an indium
oxide ITO-doped glass substrate that displays two ba
~Fig. 1! corresponding to LSPs polarized along the tw
particle principal axes parallel to the substrate.19,20 The first
one located at 647 nm is polarized along the medium a
~transverse polarization! while the second one at 846 nm
polarized along the major axis~longitudinal polarization!.
Raman spectra of trans-1,2-bi-~4-pyridyl! ethylene ~BPE!
were recorded on a Jobin–Yvon T64000 microspectrom
by focusing the laser line on the array immersed into a
31024 M BPE aqueous solution.10 The investigated spectra
region was limited from 1500 to 1700 cm21, where the BPE
molecule displays its major Raman bands. For an excita
at 647 nm (Kr1 laser line!, under a polarization along th
medium particle axis, the transverse plasmon resonanc
excited and a huge SERS spectrum is observed~Fig. 2, spec-
trum A!. This result is in agreement with the often

FIG. 1. Extinction spectrum of a regular array of gold elongated nano
ticles; major and medium axes of 175 and 126 nm, respectively, are par
to the substrate~particle aspect ratior 51.39), particle height is 40 nm, and
the spacing between particles isL5461 nm. The spectrum is acquired b
transmission under normal incidence in water; ‘‘A’’ denotes the transve
polarization and ‘‘B’’ the longitudinal one. Inset: scanning electronic ima
of the array~detail!.
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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encountered expression for the Raman gain:2,16

GSERS
~0! } IEloc~vexc!

E0~vexc!
I 4

. ~1!

In equation~1!, Eloc(vexc) and E0(vexc) are the amplitudes
of the local and incident electric fields, respectively, at
laser angular frequencyvexc. Equation~1! implies that the
laser excitation must be located within the resonance p
mon band in order to obtain a SERS spectrum. Unexpe
from this equation, Fig. 2, spectrum B shows that a we
Raman spectrum is observed when the 647-nm laser lin
polarized along the major axis of the particles~longitudinal
polarization!, thus prohibiting any plasmon excitation. Th
spectrum is unlikely to arise either from a polarizer misalig
ment or from any molecular enhancement since no SE
signal can be detected for infinitely long gold nanowir
when the laser excitation is polarized parallel to the wire.
order to explain the presence of this weak SERS spect
under longitudinal polarization, we consider a more realis
expression for the Raman gain:2,6,7,21

GSERS
~1! } IEloc~vexc!

E0~vexc!

Eloc~vRS!

E0~vRS!
I 2

5g~vexc!g~vRS!. ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, Eloc(vRS) andE0(vRS) are the local and inciden
electric field amplitudes, respectively, at the Raman ang
frequencyvRS. The overall gain is considered to be th
product of a gain at the laser angular frequencyg(vexc)
times a gaing(vRS) at the Raman angular frequency. A
cording to Eq.~2!, the maximum of SERS signal is expecte
to occur when both the wavelength of the incident and
Raman scattered electromagnetic fields approach the
resonance. Weitz and co-workers have proposed a phen
enological relationship to evaluate the SERS enhanceme6,7

I SERS:

I SERS}
c2

q2d2

ue~vexc!u2A~vexc!ue~vRS!u2A~vRS!

e2~vexc!vexce2~vRS!vRS
. ~3!

FIG. 2. SERS spectra of a 531024 M BPE aqueous solution for the arra
shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Spectra A and B correspond to laser excita
along the transverse~A! and longitudinal~B! LSP resonances, respectivel
spectrum C is recorded out of the array. Spectra A, B, and C were reco
under identical experimental conditions: laser excitation 647 nm; powe
mW at the sample, slit width 300mm; three accumulations of 180 s countin
time each. The spectra are vertically shifted for clarity.
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In Eq. ~3!, A(v)5(qdve2 /c)iEloc /E0i2 is the absorptance,
in which d is the effective film thickness,q is the volume
fraction occupied by the particles on the array~particle cov-
erage!, c is the speed of lightin vacuo, ande2 is the imagi-
nary part of the particle dielectric functione5e11 i e2 .
Equation~3! predicts that the maximum of SERS intensi
occurs when the LSP resonance wavelength is equa
lmax5(lexc1lRS)/2, provided the absorptance is assumed
be of Lorentzian shape.10 Using silver island films as SERS
substrates, the authors of Refs. 6 and 7 observed that, ac
ing to Eq. ~2!, the maximum of the SERS spectrum of n
trobenzoate was shifted towards long wavelengths with
spect to the laser excitation line.6 More recently, Haunes, van
Duyne and co-workers showed that, for silver particles o
tained by nanosphere lithography, the SERS gain was m
mized when the LSP wavelengthlLSP was located between
lexc and lRS.22,23 Thanks to very narrow size and shap
distributions of the particles, the arrays used in this wo
exhibit sharp plasmon resonance, which enables us to ex
mentally demonstrate that SERS becomes maximum wh
ever the wavelength of particle plasmon resonance (lLSP) is
positioned at preciselylmax. In what follows, we clearly
point out the advantages to use such arrays in SERS ex
ments.

Table I gives the wavelength (lmax) at which the greates
SERS is expected to occur@see Eq.~3!# for the Stokes wave-
lengths (lRS) of the two investigated Raman bands excit
by the three laser lines (lexc). Equation~3! enables us to
propose a qualitative explanation for the residual SERS sp
trum observed in Fig. 2, spectrum B for longitudinal pola
ization. iEloc /E0i2 being proportional to the absorptance11

no SERS gain should be expected atlexc5647 nm due to the
lack of any particle plasmon excitation at this waveleng
According to Fig. 1, the Raman lines scattered at 722
723.8 nm can be enhanced by the weak particle plasm
excitation which serves as resonant amplifier of the Ram
field.

In order to confirm this result, we fabricated an array
which the elongated gold particle size, shape, and spa
were chosen such that the maximum of the transverse p
mon bandlLSP

transwas located at thelexc5647 nm krypton line
and the longitudinal onelLSP

long at lmax5723 nm whenlexc is
set at 676 nm. Figure 3 shows that the extinction spectrum
this array does exhibit two bands of almost equal extincti
located at 647 and 722 nm for the transverse and longitud
polarizations, respectively.

The SERS spectrum of the BPE molecule excited at 6
nm is more intense under longitudinal polarization than u
der the transverse one, although the absorbance of the a
is much stronger for transverse polarization~Fig. 4!. This

n

ed
5

TABLE I. Wavelengths of the Raman lines (lRS) at 1610 and 1640 cm21

and of the expected maximum enhancement (lmax) for the three laser exci-
tation lines used (lexc).

lexc ~nm!

lRS ~nm! lmax ~nm!

1610 cm21 1640 cm21 1610 cm21 1640 cm21

633 704.6 706.1 668.7 669.5
647 722.2 723.8 684.6 685.5
676 758.6 760.3 717.3 718.2
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result is in agreement with our suggestion that the Ram
gain should be maximum atlmax5(lRS1lexc)/2 rather than
at lexc. To confirm this observation, we performed the fo
lowing experiments. From the SERS signal of the 1610 a
1640 cm21 bands of BPE recorded at three laser excitat
wavelengths (lexc5633, 647, and 676 nm! under transverse
and longitudinal polarizations, we determined the Raman
hancement factor per molecule, defined as previously.10 This
Raman gain per molecule was found to be of the orde
105– 106 with a standard deviation of about 10%, leading
relative variations of the gain which signify going from on
excitation wavelength to the other. The SERS excitation p

FIG. 3. Extinction spectrum of the array constituted of gold elongated
ticles; major and medium axes of 154 and 120 nm, respectively, are pa
to the substrate~particle aspect ratior 51.28); the particle height is 40 nm
and the interparticle spacing is 500 nm. Spectra are recorded by tran
sion under normal incidence in water, where ‘‘A’’ denotes the transve
polarization and ‘‘B’’ the longitudinal one. The full circlesd d and the
squaresj j denote the experimental Raman gain measured under
excitation at 633, 646, and 676 nm under polarization along the par
major and medium axes, respectively. The Raman gains are plotted atlmax

for each laser excitation wavelengthlexc. Inset: scanning electronic imag
of the array~detail!.

FIG. 4. SERS spectra of 531024 M BPE aqueous solution on the grating o
Fig. 3. Spectra A and B are recorded when the laser is polarized along
transverse and longitudinal LSP resonances, respectively, atlexc5647 nm;
spectrum C is recorded out of the array~see caption of Fig. 2 for details!.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2013 to 202.116.1.148. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. 
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file obtained by plotting this enhancement factor versuslmax

can be compared to the extinction bands since the extinc
spectra proceed mainly from absorption rather than fr
scattering according to discrete dipole approximat
calculations.10,24 As shown in Fig. 3, the SERS excitatio
profiles for both polarizations follow remarkably the extin
tion band shapes. This result confirms our assignment of
residual SERS spectrum observed in Fig. 2, spectrum B to
enhancement of the Raman scattered field. There is no
relation between excitation profiles and plasmon bands w
the Raman gain is positioned on the graph atlexc ~not
shown!.

The sharp plasmon resonances resulting from the v
narrow size and shape distributions of the lithographica
designed particle arrays, point out clearly the advantage
using these arrays in SERS experiments compared to is
films, which exhibit rather broad resonances. In our exp
ments on longitudinal LSP resonance, a Raman gain per m
ecule up to 23106 can be obtained.
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